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Team – It truly Means Together Everyone
Accomplishes More
Assistants - our future leaders
As Bruce Beeman wrote last month, the “very important role on that
Core Team is the Assistant Director.” A statement couldn’t be truer,
but I’ll expand that to all Assistants in all Programs. You need to
assess your needs as the head of your Program. It should never be all
on your shoulders! To share the responsibilities, you need to have
Assistants. Sometimes we think it’s just easier if I do it myself. Maybe
once, but as other responsibilities continue, some start to drop through
the cracks as you just can’t juggle all those balls. You shouldn’t try!
Delegation - A good leader knows how to delegate and then nicely
hold them accountable. To have a good working relationship with your
Assistants you MUST explain to them what you expect and then get an
affirmation from them that they understand and accept what you are
asking of them. Once that is established, and you should follow up in
writing so all is clear, then give them their head and let them run.
Check back when you said you would, but otherwise get out of their
way. If the results are what you want, don’t criticize how they got
there unless they offend someone.
Communication – This can be the Achilles heel of this organization
and many others. Let’s remember that sharing information is powerful
and helps others to understand what is going on. Specifically, by
keeping Assistants in the know, it allows them to be better Assistants
and help their leader and our Members. So, include Assistants in your
communication. It’s just one more address to your email list and if so
bold, one more invite to your monthly Zoom call.
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Together Everyone WILL Accomplish More as a strong TEAM!

Don & Sharon Weber

Email etiquette
Email is a valid communication method. Remember that once in print it
is out for all to see. Email should be used to push communication;
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serious conversations should be done by phone or face to face. Email etiquette is critical to
remember! When answering an email, if you are concerned, then chose another method. A
good rule of thumb is if it’s not resolved in two email communications, it’s time to pick up the
phone.
When sending group emails to Members, put all those you are sending to in the bcc field to
hide the email addresses and protect them. This is not necessary, however, when emailing
your core Team.
Newsletters
Please be sure that your District and all Chapter newsletters are being emailed to, or a link
sent to: newsletters@gwrra.org. Thanks, we like to stay aware and this helps us do that (oh
and it’s part of the MOU).
RESOURCE FOR IDEAS:
Law Tigers is a sponsor of GWRRA and Wing Ding. They are a law firm that specializes in
handling motorcycle accidents. They are a wealth of knowledge and are willing to help. If you
have a local Law Tigers group, below are some of the things that they can do for you. If
you’re not sure, reach out to Jeannine Stone, jeanine@lawtigers.com
I just wanted to reach out and remind you of all the things Law Tigers can do to help your
local chapters.
•
•
•
•
•
•

We can advertise in their newsletters
Speak at their local chapter meetings on insurance and/or safety issues
Provide content for their newsletters
Sponsor local events
Promote their events on our social channels
Print flyers for local events

If they have requests for help they can reach out to me and I'll be happy to hook them up
with their local Marketing Manager.
Anita & JR Alkire
623-445-2380
President@gwrra.org

LawTigers.com
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Tim & Anna Grimes
Director of Rider Education
Stepping Aside
Country music legend Kenny Rogers once lent his voice to these wise and prolific lyrics:
“You’ve gotta know when to hold ‘em, know when to fold ‘em, know when to walk away, know
when to run…” For Anna and me, after considerable thought and soul searching, the time to
walk away has arrived.
Sudden? Yes!! Expected? No!! Then why? For the last few months, we have been
experiencing changes in our personal lives and changes in my health that have caused our
effectiveness as leaders to be jeopardized. Although one of the health issues is slowly being
resolved, there are others that continue to take their toll. It has gotten to the point that we do
not feel that we are doing justice to the needs of the Membership and certainly not doing
justice to my personal care or issues.
The Membership deserves a leadership that is devoted to their needs and is willing to make
personal sacrifices on their behalf. I once was that type of leader. We have arrived at the
conclusion that I need to concentrate my efforts on attending to the needs of my personal well
-being first and foremost. Sadly, this decision does not fare well for the Membership.
After extensive soul-searching and internal deliberation, sadly we decided to tender our
resignation as the Rider Education Program Directors. The GWRRA President, Anita Alkire, has
graciously (if not reluctantly) accepted our resignation effective as of July 1, 2018.
As of now, we do not know what lies ahead for us. It will be a challenge for us not to be
involved, in one way or another, as officers within GWRRA. Rider Education has been our
passion. Over the last fifteen plus years we have assisted in growing our Rider Education
Program into a World Class Program, one that is coveted by many other organizations.
We have been proud to be a part of the growth, improvements, and stature that the Program
has achieved. Our wish is for the Rider Education Program to continue to grow and improve.
There is so much more that can and should be done to ensure the safety and education of our
Members. We pass the torch knowing that our successors will be just as passionate and will
guide Rider Education to even greater heights.
Tim & Anna Grimes
301-994-1394
tgrimes@gwrra.org
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Francois & Chantal Séguin
Presidential Assistants
For our next tooltip we need your help! Yes, you reading this Insight
Newsletter.

Insight Newsletter, January 2018 - Anita & JR Alkire, President

“It’s a Wonderful and Exciting New Year!
Welcome to our new adventure. We have been busy working to bring our Officers a great new
tool in a familiar wrapper. Insight will change its tone for 2018. The articles will be helpful
tips, new information, and useful things that you will be able to use in your role as Officers.”
We asked a few District Directors and most of them that we talked to read it all the time.
When we talked to several Chapter Directors and officers, we found that some of them did not
even know what Insight was! And half of the ones that did know what Insight was, did not
read it.
WHY? WHY? WHY?
We got everything from.... it’s too long; I don’t have time; I have enough newsletters to
read. Unfortunately, some of those Chapter Directors are the first ones to comment on
how information doesn’t get to them.
We took a step back and remembered that when we first started in GWRRA in an officer
position, we did not know there was an Insight Newsletter.
Well we did not
remember because we are certain we were told somewhere but forgot. WHY? Well like
everyone else, we were too busy, did not have time, had other things to do. But what
changed over the years? We are still very busy and we still have lots to do, but we do read
Insight now - WHY?
One day, way back when, we had a wonderful District Director who encouraged us to read it.
If we had questions and he knew the answer was in Insight, he gave us the answer but also
sent us the Insight article with the information highlighted in it. We finally caught on and
realized if we took the time to read Insight, we had lots of our questions answered. Since then
we did not miss an Insight article.
Why we need your help - If you are reading this, awesome! We would like it if you can take
the time and ask a friend if they read Insight this month!

Explain why Insight is a wonderful tool to work with and to read. It’s full of information.
Encourage your Chapter Directors and everyone to read Insight and to take advantage of the
information and share it with their members.
Communication is a major key to success. Be a leader, and help us make this a
communication resource that all can benefit from.
Francois & Chantal Séguin
613-880-8511
francois@lesseguins.com
613-913-4578
chantal@lesseguins.com
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Bob & Nancy Shrader
Presidential Assistants
Don’t Cancel the Event!
A couple of years ago, Nan and I began noticing a drop off in attendance at some of our Home
Chapter (FL1-A) weekly events. These included rides, socials, dinner rides, and even
visitations. We began to wonder what was happening, since the Chapter wasn't going through
any noticeable difficulties at the time. We began a study of the sign-in sheets and monthly
calendars looking for clues as to what was going on. We consulted with our Chapter Team and
after lots of discussion and consideration, we found the problem.
The Central Florida area had gone through a long period (Fall, Winter, and Spring) of unduly
wet weather. This had been caused by an El Nino effect in the climate and Florida had much
more than its usual share of rainfall. This had resulted in the cancellation of many Chapter
riding events for several consecutive months. When the weather finally improved and we
began to ride again, that's when we noticed the serious lack of participation. Our usual core of
Members was always there, but many of the other less active Members weren't participating.
After calling and speaking with many of these folks, we discovered that during the bad weather
months when we cancelled so many rides and other events, the folks simply got into the habit
of doing other, non GWRRA things to fill their social calendar.
This was really a no-brainer when we stopped to consider what had happened and what the fix
for it was. After the weather improved and as folks began to ride again and attendance
returned to normal, we made a Chapter business decision to NOT cancel any future Chapter
event because of weather, unless it was extreme. We understood that we couldn't expect
folks to ride in really unpleasant or hazardous weather, so we came up with the practice
(which we made widely known throughout the Chapter) that if weather made riding impractical
or otherwise unsafe, then we would still have the event but just travel by car. We might
change the destination to fit the occasion, but we still had an activity. It was a matter of
convincing the Members that though riding was the preferred mode of transportation, the
social interaction with their fellow Chapter Members is what really made it FUN.
This mindset has now taken hold in the Chapter and during times of inclement weather, when
we travel to an event by car, as many folks will show up as if we'd ridden the Goldwings. The
plan paid off, and as a matter of practice we no longer cancel any event due to bad weather.
We might have to alter our destination, depending on what the Members want, but they are
ATTENDING in good numbers, rain or shine. Problem solved!
Bob and Nancy Shrader
352-668-3164
floridadd@msn.com
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Ervin & Denise Blake
Assistant Directors
Membership Enhancement Program
Couple of the Year Program: Participate!
Couples of the Year! Choose them or lose them! The Program needs your support; your
Chapter needs the Couple of the Year Program!
Why should we get involved in the Couple of the Year Program? I will answer you with
another question, WHY did you get involved with motorcycles and GWRRA? We all know the
answer, to have FUN! Perhaps after being involved in GWRRA you have other reasons as
well, like Education and Safety, but initially it was simply about “FUN.”
There is no better opportunity within our organization to have FUN than the Couple of the
Year Program. We get to promote our Chapters and Districts as we spend quality time riding
our motorcycles with friends, meeting new Members, and renewing old acquaintances at
every event we attend. Our friends now have a reason to put off household chores. They
want to come out and support their Chapter or District Couple, and of course their “Best
Friends.”
We have created a reason for friends to attend functions, gatherings, and social events that
we can be involved in. We have become great volunteers and have learned leadership roles.
We are having “FUN.” This all leads to increased Chapter Pride and more camaraderie
among our Members, both of which make for a healthy Chapter.
So regardless of the Couple of the Year level, Chapter, District, or International, being
selected is simply the icing, the real dessert is being involved. From the very moment you
make the commitment to enter into any selection process, you and all of your fellow GWRRA
Members are “winners.” Remember, the Couple of the Year Selection Process itself is neither
a beauty contest nor a popularity contest; it is a recognition-based Program that rewards
people for service, responsibility, and dedication to GWRRA.
Do not miss out on this chance of a lifetime! It is FUN, REWARDING, and the right thing to
do. We believe this is the most “FUN” program in GWRRA. It provides great opportunities to
increase your safety and knowledge, and make more friends as you move through the levels
of the program. Make a New Year’s resolution to step out of your comfort zone and
participate in the Couple of the Year Selection in your District. If you aren’t a current Couple
of the Year, resolve to attend a Couple of the Year Selection in your District - or come to
Wing Ding 40 and see for yourself what the “FUN” is all about! As always, if you have any
questions, feel free to contact the Membership Enhancement Program.
We speak a lot on the Couple of the Year Program because I believe in all it has to offer for
the Members of GWRRA. In my opinion, it is the backbone of the organization - without FUN,
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what do we have? The Membership Enhancement Program works side by side with all the
other Programs. We schedule FUN things to do with the Ride Coordinators on scheduled
rides, we plan rides that include FUN for all, we plan and make sure FUN things are available
for University Training events, and we also provide games and FUN activities at Chapter
Gatherings. We are just full of FUN! Ask yourself if you are missing out on the FUN. If so,
contact your Membership Enhancement Program and we will get a spark back in you!
Ervin & Denise Blake

Clara & Fred Boldt
Director of the University
The University has noted the U.3s being submitted digitally, and the
increased number of flyers sent in to be posted on the GWRRA
University Facebook page, that training is alive and well!
Offering the Members an opportunity to gather and share information, facilitated by an
enthusiastic and well trained team of Instructors and Trainers, has always been and will
continue to be the focus of the GWRRA University.
Continue the splendid work. Remember, the University Team is happy to assist any way we
can.

Spotlight

Need an idea for classes this month?
Continued on page 8
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Officer Certification Program (OCP) has been shelved during our restructuring. It requires some
much needed updates. Preparing our Leaders to serve the Members is still important. GWRRA
University has bundled several classes that can serve to introduce our current and new Leaders
to the expectations of the Association and its Members.
Communication defined by merriam-webster.com/dictionary: the act or process of using words,
sounds, signs, or behaviors to express or exchange information or to express your ideas,
thoughts, feelings, etc., to someone else. We use it daily while speaking, emailing, letter
writing, and texting. Too frequently, we may be misunderstood even though our intentions are
to send a clear and precise message. 302-02 GWRRA Module ~ You’ve Got Mail allows us
to explore the digital form of this communication; emailing. It covers how it is done, the
structure and terminology, when it’s appropriate, and the frequency of emailing. 206-01
Horizon Program also offers a section on communication that the University recommends.
Understanding Chapter and District finances is not the sole responsibility of the Chapter or
District Treasurer. Both the Chapter and District Team should have a working knowledge of
budgets, income/expenses, and IRS requirements. 205-01 GWRRA Module ~ Checks and
Balances outlines that information assuring that the Teams handle the Member’s finances
responsibly and within the guidelines set by the Association.
A healthy Levels Program plays a large part in Retention and Recruitment by keeping our
Members engaged by recognizing their participation in the program and for maintaining their
Levels as well as encouraging safe riding habits. 106-01 GWRRA Module ~ On the Level
and the How-To: My RE (a tutorial on access to the Member’s class attendance and Levels
data) is well worth scheduling as part of your training.
205-03 GWRRA Module ~ Coaching 101. The ability to coach your Team is essential. In
“Why Change the GWRRA Structure? July 2017,” Anita Alkire writes, “A Coach, by our
definition, is the one who tells you how to do it and where you can get the needed help to get
it done well. The problem-solving approach will be to coach others into a self-discovery after
you have shared ideas with them. Then guide the results.” That quote looks like a sound
reason to improve our coaching skills.

Did you know that to maintain your status as a University Trainer or a University Instructor

you must present at least two classes within two years of your last certification date? Not sure
when you were last certified? Contact your District University Coordinator or check My RE
found on the Rider Education webpage.
Continued on page 9
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Whenever possible, a University Instructor Trainer will observe you and complete an evaluation
of one or more of those classes. These observations and evaluations are not required to be
recertified, but can give the Instructor/Trainer the assurance that their skills are sharp or an
opportunity to be coached, if that is needed. It is the Instructor/Trainer’s responsibility to
complete and submit to certify.renew@gmail.com, the U.1 form stating that the two-class
requirement has been met. The form is located on the University webpage.

Did you know that the District Directors in the Districts without a District University
Coordinator are welcomed and encouraged to attend the monthly DUC calls? The calls are
scheduled on the first Monday and Tuesday of each month (unless, like in July, a holiday may
shift the dates or cancel the calls altogether). There are two calls scheduled on each day. The
times are 6:00 PM and 8:00 PM, Central Time Zone. A DUC or a District Director may attend
whichever scheduled day and time that is most convenient.

Did you know that the digital U.3 is password protected? District University Coordinators and
those District Directors without DUCs should not share the password. Check the Form tab on
the University website for the most current U.3 form to be used in the classroom.
Lorrie Thomas
University Assistant

